(1885-1957) American-born magician/illusionist Alexander Marion Poe lived in Australia between 1900 and 1908, although his activities during that time are currently unknown. When he returned in 1913 he had reportedly spent some time in Britain and had also toured the Far East as a vaudeville performer. Known to have worked as a magician and all-round variety entertainer well into the 1940s, including time on the Fullers' Australasian circuit, Poe often appeared under different stage names - including Abdul Khan ("The Hindoo Mystic") and Darky Deering (blackface singer). He also used the name C. A. Livingstone for his entrepreneurial and business activities. Poe died in Melbourne aged 72.

The only son and second of four children to Alonzo Marion Poe (hop farmer, sheriff and theatrical agent) and Minerva Elizabeth (nee Dearing), Alexander Marion Poe was born in August 1885 in Shasta Retreat, California. He left home in his teens, arrived in Australia in the early 1900s probably aboard the Lismore out of Eureka docking in Melbourne. Little is known of his time in Australia during the early 1900s, apart from the fact that he married in 1906. Interestingly the marriage registration details record his name as Alexander Marion De Poe.

Poe left Australia about 1908 and reportedly spent time in Great Britain and at one stage toured the Far East. He returned to Australia about 1913 with two Englishmen he met overseas; Jack Wright, who settled in Wagga Wagga and apparently taught Japanese martial arts, and a man named Waterford who had a tent show with Poe at the Sydney Easter Show until it was rained out in 1927. Waterford is thought to have settled in Junee.

When Poe married again in 1914 he described himself as a vaudeville artist. His wife Beatrice Keys from Hillston, eldest sister of boxer Hock Keys, called herself a dramatic artist. In his registration under the Aliens Registration Act of 1916 he described himself as a "magician and conjuror." By 1916 he was also touring on the Fullers circuit, although for how long is yet to be determined. His various stage names included Allan Poe (claiming a relationship to Edgar Allan Poe), Darky Deering (blackface singer), Abdul Khan (magician), C. A. Livingstone seems to be the name he used as both a promoter and as the proprietor of a furniture repair business Penrith (New South Wales). At various times he also used the surnames Deering, Le Poer and Neville.
There is only one known photo of Poe. It was taken while he was performing at a country show in either New South Wales or Queensland around the early 1940s with his daughter and stepson. Poe reportedly had strong connections with the two states for much of his career.

Married three times, Poe had seven sons and four daughters between 1907 and 1940. He died in Melbourne aged 72 on 12 September 1957 from emphysema (possibly caused by his love of cigars). His death certificate records him as a travelling showman.

Leon Lyell is Alexander Poe's grandson.
HISTORICAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS

1. In addition to his career as a variety entertainer and side-show man, Poe was a herbalist and sometimes worked as a carpenter and pastry cook.

2. In correspondence with the AVTA (26 Nov. 2014) Leon Lyell writes that his family believe the Far East tour(s) occurred sometime between 1908 and 1913, and included China and Japan. His grandfather's UK agent (according to Lyell's father) was Ramos and Ramos. For additional information on Ramos and Ramos see the company's AVTA entry - "Trans-Oceanic Circuits" section.

3. Poe's first marriage was in 1906. His second, to Beatrice Keys, lasted between 1914 and 1924. His third wife was Gladys Neville (nee Clarke), the widow of American trapeze artist Keith Neville who is also believed to have taught tap dancing in Melbourne. They married sometime around 1930.

4. Poe's use of stage names and pseudonyms throughout his life has created difficulties in tracking his career. Although the reasons for him using so many other names are unknown, this type of "showmanship" was certainly not unusual back then. In earlier correspondence with the AVTA (24 Sept. 2014) Lyell provides some additional insights into his grandfather's life and activities.

[The name Livingstone] is taken from an uncle, Sam Livingston, who married his mother's younger sister Genevieve Dearing. I can hear a play on words with "C A Living-stone" and his strongman act - with standing the deadweight of a heavy stone being broken on his chest.

Lyell also notes that he had uncovered some references to letters for C. A. Livingstone being held for him by various newspapers during the WWI period. Letters sent to the papers were generally included in a "theatrical rack" section. In relation to his grandfather's use of names, Lyell adds:

Working out which name to use is difficult. He often didn't use his real name, though it appears in [New South Wales] police reports. One of these mentions that he may be travelling with Vic Lavarna, which is a name I cannot find anywhere. His excuse was that "Poe" in the Australian lexicon of the early 1900s meant "bed pan" (not sure if this is true). He used De Poe with his first wife (an obscure usage which his family believed to be the original form of the name); Poe [while married to] my grandmother; Deering after he separated from her in about 1924 (it was used by three of his children from that marriage – my father and one of his brothers were fostered out to Bill Lyell which is where I get it from); then Neville when he moved in with Gladys Neville (nee Clarke) ca. 1930... His two children from that marriage carried the surname Neville. Grandmother Beatrice however adopted Deering by about 1930 and when she entered hospital near the end of her life described her late husband as "Allan Deering, pearl trader." The one entry for him in a US census shows him as "Marion Poe."

5. Leon Lyell notes that many of the members of his extended family had had an interest or carved out careers as performers or entertainers. Among them have been his aunt Joy(ce) Deering who was a Tivoli girl and worked with Maurice Rooklyn before moving to the US in the mid-1940s where she worked for some time as a singer. A cousin, Bonnie Patey, was a singer in the 1950s.

Additional details contributed by Clay Djubal.

Any further information on Poe and his exploits would be very much welcomed. Contact either the Australian Variety Theatre Archive or Leon J. Lyell direct: leonjlyell@gmail.com
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